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CONTACTED IN ADVANCE.

THE WINES

PRECISE WINE GROWING :
THE BASIS OF OUR WINES
WINEMAKER : A FAMILY PASSION

CHÂTEAU LES CLAUZOTS RED « CUVÉE MAXIME »

Château les Clauzots in Saint Pierre de Mons is a place where wines
are embedded in the terroir. The vineyard is situated on left side of the
Garonne, South of Bordeaux and dates back more than a century. For
five generations the Tach family have been custodians of the land. The
winemaking knowledge and viticulture expertise has been handed down
from Frederic, the current owner, to his two sons, Adrien and Maxime.

The cuvée Maxime expresses great richness as it contains fruit from the
oldest Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot vines of the property which are
rooted in terroir composed with larges pebbles on clay.
The wine quickly integrates into new oak barrels after using a slow and
moderate extraction process.
Maturing for 24 months on fine lees gives a smooth wine of finesse. With
a good balance and harmony, this wine offers a wide range of flavors and
aromas and a remarkable longevity.

CHÂTEAU LES CLAUZOTS RED
Château les Clauzots is a historical wine which truly represents the
domaine. The red takes its quintessence from the gravel and clay terraces
of Saint Pierre de Mons.
Traditionally vinified into stainless steel vats, this wine benefits from a cold
pre-fermentation maceration and a slow alcoholic fermentation. Next, this
wine is aged with wood contact on fine lees during 18 months. Château
les Clauzots shows a vibrant intensity and freshness of fruits enhanced by
a careful ageing which reveals elegant and fine wooden notes.

THE GRAVES APPELATION : A GENEROUS NATURE
The vineyard consists of 37 ha of vines after being expanded from the initial
size of 15 ha. The great disparity in the soil of the domain, constituted by
clay and gravel but also sand, offers a very wide range of the geologic map
of Graves.
Terroir of Graves is composed of Quaternary era terraces, with large round
pebbles which benefit from the accumulation of heat and are more suitable
for red varieties. Also, the clay and sandy lands are perfectly adapted to
white vines, because this poor soil forces the vines to sink their roots deep
down to find nourishment. That gives freshness and minerality notes to
our white wines.
The estate is planted essentially with four grapes varieties: Cabernet
Sauvignon, Merlot, Sauvignon Blanc and Semillon. Other grapes varieties
like Sauvignon Gris and Petit Verdot are also present but a minority in our
blending.

The obsession of our profession of winemakers is to care and to complete
the work on the vine throughout the seasons with precision. Our family
puts all its knowledge in to successfully growing healthy vines and assure
the transformation of flowers to grapes. Then, with attention to detail we
gently guide the transformation of grapes to wine by vinification and
ageing.
Learners and Winemakers in the greatest Bordeaux wines like Château
Haut-Brion, Château d’Yquem, Château de FargueS, Domaine de Chevalier
and La Fleur de Boüard. Our winemaking inspirations are based on a
double approach, scientific and traditional.
- Adrien and Maxime TACH

CHÂTEAU LES CLAUZOTS WHITE
The white Château les Clauzots wine embodies fruit expression from the
fresh terroir composed of clay and sand.
With pleasant and expressive aromas of citrus fruits, peach and exotic fruits,
this white wine fully opens to display an expressive aroma. White Château
les Clauzots is a reference into white Graves wines of the appellation. It
presents an incredible balance between tension and an unctuous mouth

